
   Compound Interest  
Interesting bingos (7s then 8s) made from COMPOUND WORDS (two words, not prefixes / suffixes) 

NWL23 Highlighted compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

7s DAY- 

DAYBEDS ABDDESY DAYBED, couch that can be converted into bed [n] 

DAYBOOK ABDKOOY diary (personal journal) [n -S] 

DAYCARE AACDERY care for children and disabled adults during day [n -S] 

DAYGLOW ADGLOWY airglow seen during day [n -S] 

DAYLILY ADILLYY flowering plant [n -S] 

DAYLONG ADGLNOY lasting all day [adj] 

DAYPACK AACDKPY bag carrying things that is strapped on one's back [n -S] 

DAYROOM ADMOORY room for reading and recreation [n -S] 

DAYSAIL AADILSY to sail yacht for day [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DAYSIDE ADDEISY sun side of planet or moon [n -S] 

DAYSTAR AADRSTY planet visible in east just before sunrise [n -S] 

DAYTIME ADEIMTY day (time between sunrise and sunset) [n -S] 

DAYWEAR AADERWY clothing suitable for informal occasions [n -S] 

DAYWORK ADKORWY work done on daily basis [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s DAY- 

DAYBREAK AABDEKRY first appearance of light in morning [n -S] 

DAYDREAM AADDEMRY to fantasize [v -ED or -T, -ING, -S] 

DAYFLIES ADEFILSY DAYFLY, mayfly (winged insect) [n] 

DAYLIGHT ADGHILTY to illuminate with light of day [v -ED or -IT, -ING, -S] 
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